
Which bat has more 
pop



Question

Which bat has more POP?



Research
● Louisville Slugger is the Official Bat of Major League Baseball (MLB) ® and the #1 bat in MLB. ... In 

addition to its on-field products, Louisville Slugger offers personalized, miniature, commemorative 
and collectible bats. (Resource one)

● This bat allows you to breakdown your swing while practicing one hand drills. Turned from the 
finest Northern White Ash by Rawlings own master craftsmen, the One Hand Bat Trainer combines 
quality with performance. Weighs: 1.63 lbs. (Resource two)

● When a baseball player hits a home run, how do they know how far the ball traveled?
○ A spotter marks the exact location where the ball fell on the map. ...
○ The spotter calculates the remainder of the distance that the ball would have traveled if it 

hadn't hit the stands. ...
○ The third component is a subjective call. (Resource three)



Hypothesis

● I think the Louisville Slugger bat is going to have the most pop (meaning it 
will hit the ball the farthest). 



Materials

● USA Rawlings Threat 28”, 16oz, -12 (drop 12 oz) composite bat
● USA Louisville Omaha 5  28”, 18oz, -10 (drop 10 oz) alloy one piece bat
● One baseball
● Baseball tee
● A tape measure 
● At an available park 



Procedure

1. Grab all needed materials
2. Drive to the park 
3. Get out of the car 
4. Grab all the materi
5. als out of the car 
6. Put the baseball tee down in a clear open space at the park 
7. Put a baseball on the tee
8. Hit the baseball off the tee with the Rawlings bat 
9. Measure how far the ball was hit with a tape measure and write it down

10. Complete this process 3 times 
11. Repeat steps 6 - 9 with the Louisville Slugger  



Results and Data
Measurement Louisville (New) Rawlings (old)

Try 1 51.96 m 24.99 m

Try 2 63.33 m 36.27 m

Try 2 64.92 m 38.1 m

Try 4 66.44 m 47.39 m

Try 5 42.92 m 45.72 m

The Louisville is a better bat because it hits the farthest (has more pop).  The Rawlings bat did not 
have as much pop because it was an older bat. The bats are made by different companies. In four 
out of five attempts the ball went farther with the Louisville. 



Data Table and
Graph

The Louisville is a new bat that 
has more grip. The bat made 
me feel like a better hitter. 
Feeling like a stronger hitter I 
swung and made the ball go 
farther. 



Conclusion

My science fair project was which bat will have the most pop, meaning which 
bat will hit the ball the farthest. My hypothesis was that the Louisville bat will 
hit the farthest meaning it will have the most pop.  The data supported my 
hypothesis because the louisville bat hit the ball the farthest. If I were to do the 
experience again, I would change the Rawlings bat with a Cat9 club ball bat. If 
that was the case I think the Cat9 would have the most pop.



Pictures
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